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ABSTRACT 
The usual Sturmanian sequence for fmding the eigen- 
values of a tridiagonal matrix arising from the radial 
Schroedinger equation is found to be unstable. A self- 
stabilising continued fraction approach is suggested. 
Consider the radial Schroedinger equation 
-d2y  + V(x )y=Xy (1) 
dx 2 
subject o y(0) = y (oo) = 0 where V(x) is a given poten- 
tial and X denotes an eigenvalue of the eigenset. 
Assume that a suitable b can be found such that the 
boundary condition at infinity can be replaced by 
y (b) = 0 and consider the usual discretisation 
- (Yi- 1 - 2Yi + Yi + 1) 
+ V (xi) Yi = XYi' (2) 
h 2 
i= 1, 2 . . . . .  N 
with Y0 = YN + 1 = 0, x i = i h and h = b/(N + 1). 
In matrix notation we have 
a 1 
-b  
\ 
A N Y = 
-b  0 
a 2 -b  
\ 
-b  a~_ 1 '-b 
0 - b a N 
y = 0 (3) 
where a i = 2/h 2 + V(xi) - X, b = 1/h 2, and 
Y = (Yl' Y2 ..... yN )T. Let Pn = Pn (x) denote the 
determinant of the n-th principal minor of A N. Thus 
p0 = 1, 
Pl  = a l '  
and pn = anPn_ l -  b2pn_ 2, n=2,3  . . . . .  N. (4) 
(For further details of the Sturmanian approach for 
finding the eigenvalues of a tridiagonal matrix the 
reader is refered to, for example, Wilkinson [3] or Fox 
[1]). 
Rewrite (4) as 
Pn - Pn - 2 J 
Where since b 2 ~, 1, 
det 1 ~ 1 
Thus we have that (4) is an (highly) unstable process. 
To overcome this difficulty rewrite (4) as 
Pn b 2 Pn-2 
-- an -  
Pn-1 Pn-1  
or  
Vn = an - b2 /pn-1  where Pn = Pn/Pn-1  (5) 
We then note that provided Pn ~ 0, n = 1, 2 ..... N -1  
we can recover PN by 
N 
PN = i=[I 1 Pi" (6) 
Of course if Pn-1 = 0 then Pn takes an infinite value 
and in theory these two factors will be cancelled in (6). 
This leads us to the recommended recurrence relation ." 
p~ =1 
~ 1 i ra1= 0 
Pl = La l  otherwise (7) 
1/Pn_l i fa  n -b2 /pn_ l  = 0 
Pn=-  a n -b2 /pn_ l  otherwise 
fo rn= 2,3 ..... N 
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To calculate the sign of PN in (6) we use 
qn = qn -1 sign (Pn)' n = 2 ..... N where 
qn-1 = sign (Pn_l). 
The latter can be performed in integer arithmetic. The 
qn sequence provides the Sturm information on the 
eigenvalue location, which can be used as in [3] or [1]. 
The Pn sequence is clearly self-stabilising since ff 
IPn_l I becomes large then IPnl - 0 ( lanl) .  
The recurrence relation (7) represents a continued 
fraction expansion of  the determinant of  A N , that is, 
a continued fraction expression for the indicial equa- 
tion arising from (2). 
this simple procedure has been used with success in 
a recent work by the authors (see Gerck and d'Oliveira 
[2]). 
An efficient algorithm to calculate the continued frac- 
tions [4] has been published recently and could be 
used to advantage to implement (7). 
We would like to thank Dr. Sean McKee, for his sug- 
gestions and a continuous interest hroughout this 
work. 
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